I can not believe there is talk to pass a police reform bill in Connecticut that will leave everyone in danger! This bill will take away qualified immunity for officers. If they take away qualified immunity anyone who is unhappy with a police officer will be able to sue even if the officer has followed federal, state, and local laws, and followed all policies and procedures, AND all training. Qualified immunity isn't absolute immunity, officers have to qualify for it! It just means if an officer does what they are suppose to they can't be sued civilly, however if a person feels laws were wrong, training was wrong, or policies are wrong they can still sue a department, the government, or the training council. This is just one of many issues with this bill. It's horrible written and has so many things wrong with it i could write pages, if you want more info let me know.

We already ask officers to risk their lives for us and they all agree to do that, but this bill is asking them to also risk the futures of their spouses and children. For most officers that's gonna be a hard no and they will leave law enforcement, and no one in their right mind will sign up to be an officer. This bill will mean no officer is going to respond to a call that could open them up to be sued civilly. Meaning no one is coming to deal with your domestic calls, no one is coming to your home invasion, no one is stopping the drunk driver before he plows into your car, no one will be coming at all! Please make sure this does not pass!
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